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Don't be petrified; stick to reading with this new sticker adventure from the best-selling author Maurice Pledger.Everyone
loves learning about these mysterious creatures. A whole new larger-than-life adventure awaits inside the pages of
Dinosaur World. Jump back in time to discover various dinosaurs and their relatives, where they lived and when, how their
enormous bodies worked, what they ate and how much, and all sorts of interesting facts about these animals that existed
long before we did. Perfect for at-home or on-the-go activities, Dinosaur World is a must-have for sticker&nbspand
dinosaur fanatics. Dinosaur World is the best way to get stuck on learning about these Mesozoic land giants and how they
lived millions of years ago.
A colorful and informative introduction to some of the most common rocks and minerals, packed with amazing facts, fun
puzzles and games, and more than 100 reusable stickers Ideal for younger readers, this beautiful sticker book showcases
stones from the tiger’s eye and leopard skin stone to rubies, sapphires, diamonds, emeralds, and many more. The stickers
are accompanied by fun learning pages with information on how rocks and minerals form, what they are made into, and
how to identify them, as well as lots of bite-size facts about their size, color, and origin. Readers can put their knowledge
to the test with some puzzles and games, including a coloring activity and rocky maze, and create their own scenes by
adding stickers to a colorful double page landscape spread. The book is fully checked and approved by the department of
zoology at the Natural History Museum, London. The museum’s world-class collections of minerals, ores, meteorites,
rocks, and soils include specimens from Mars and the moon, and from the earliest bodies that helped to form the solar
system 4.56 billion years ago.
A fun and lively sticker book with over 100 colourful stickers to use to fill the busy zoo scenes. Favourite zoo scenes
include the lions and tigers, the aquarium, the elephants and the reptile house.
This charmingly illustrated book takes you on a guided tour of your very own art gallery. Plan your visit in the foyer,
choosing from themed displays, a special exhibition and a rooftop sculpture garden. Then stop off at the café, try out your
art skills in the children's play room, or browse in the well-stocked gift shop. Each double page spread gives you one or
more rooms to fill with stickers of people, paintings, sculptures and other artworks. Charming illustrations by Heloise Mab
give a delightfully whimsical feel. Features international art styles in a wide range of media and periods arranged in
themed galleries, including portraits, landscapes, the human body, still life and colour.
The Art Museum
Sticker Art Savannah
Doodle and Sticker Book with 52 Faces + 6 Sticker Sheets
Sticker World - Zoo
A Sticker Story Coloring Book
My Riverside Museum Sticker Scape is a fold-out picture of the Clyde on one side, and the street scene from Glasgow's world famous transport museum
on the other, in a pack with five sheets of reusable stickers that feature key items in the new Riverside Museum.
Create your own colourful woodland animal portraits with this new sticker series for animal enthusiasts of all ages. With eight sticker-by-number
portraits for hours of fun, each woodland animal portrait features facts to keep young readers interested.
Two days after the terrible attack against the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, a union construction worker made a remarkable discovery
within the ruins of World Trade Center 6. He saw a cross-like beam that stood on top of a heap of debris. He was stunned by its significance as were
countless others after him. The purpose of this book is to trace the thirteen-year odyssey of this iconic cross from World Trade Center 6, to its position
atop a concrete abutment within the World Trade Center during the recovery and rebuilding period, to the outside wall of St. Peters Roman Catholic
Church across from Ground Zero and finally to the National 9/11 Memorial Museum where it remains today. The odyssey also includes a three-year
legal battle whose appellate decision found that the Constitution of the United States does not preclude the presence of the Ground Zero cross within the
National 9/11 Memorial Museum. This book is the authors personal memoir. He is a Franciscan priest who, through many uncertain days, was the
unofficial guardian of the Ground Zero cross. The concurrent themes of the book treat spirituality, grief sharing, selfless sacrifice, architecture, church
history, biblical theology, and litigation. The book tells the story of many obstacles transcended on the way to the triumph of the Ground Zero cross.
2000 reusable geometric color-mixing vinyl stickers, plus six play scenes and three blank pages encourage youngsters to create animals, people, and
objects.
Sticker World - Theme Park
First Sticker Book Museums
Color Magic Sticker Play Book
Museum Sticker Book
See Inside a Museum

Packed with fascinating facts, fun puzzles and games, and 100 reuseable stickers of
butterflies, moths, and caterpillars Featuring images of actual butterflies from the unrivaled
collections of the Natural History Museum, London, this colorful activity book is a child’s ideal
introduction to the wonderful world of butterflies. The stickers are accompanied by
informative sections on the behavior and habitats of butterflies, as well as details of their
amazing life cycle. Young enthusiasts will discover how these fascinating creatures transform
from chomping caterpillar to beautiful butterfly; learn some cool facts about what they eat
and where they live; and test their butterfly knowledge in some great activities, including a
spot-the-difference teaser and butterfly maze. Perfect for children who want to know more
about these winged wonders, the book is fully checked and approved by the butterfly expert
Blanca Huertas Hernandez, the curator of lepidoptera in the department of entomology at the
Natural History Museum, London.
A visually stunning seek-and-find museum adventure for inquisitive kids. Seven-year-old
Stevie is lost in the galleries! She needs to locate a series of artworks to find her way out and
back to her family. Can you help her? Follow Stevie as she explores the most exciting and
intriguing galleries and exhibitions inside The Met in this beautifully illustrated seek-and-find
adventure! As Stevie moves through The Met's galleries of Greek and Roman art, Ancient
Egypt, and Modern and Contemporary art, learn about the rarest and most beautiful objects
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found in the museum's prestigious galleries. Who can you find? What will you discover? © The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
The Metropolitan Museum of Art is jam-packed with treasures from around the world... Now
they're leaping out of the museum and onto your sticker book pages! This is your chance to
create your very own art gallery! From dancers to dragons, masks to mummies, and much,
much more, your Met Sticker Book will be bursting with awesome art, curated by you.
Discover The Met's collection of spectacular paintings, amazing artifacts, and world-famous
sculptures, and choose which gallery to display them in. Where will you hang the modern-art
installations or the ancient suits of armor? Along the way, learn fun facts about artists,
history, and the stories behind some of the most famous objects from across the globe.
Developed in partnership with The Metropolitan Museum of Art, this is the perfect
introduction to the art world for any budding art lover. © The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York
From designing death-defying roller coasters to choosing what sweets are sold and picking
the park's mascot, kids can create the theme park of their dreams in this fun and interactive
book. As chief planner, architect and builder, they can add colourful stickers and drawings to
each page to bring their construction to life.
Riverside Museum Sticker Scape
The Met Lost in the Museum
A Night at the Secret Museum: a Sticker and Activity Book
John Derian Sticker Book
Museum Activity Book
Take a tour of Ancient Rome in this vibrant sticker activity book!
John Derian Sticker Book, from revered designer John Derian, offers a curated collection
of over 500 stickers that allow adults and children to add a touch of beauty to any
surface with these beautiful images of blooming flowers, charming critters, and darling
forest animals. John Derian first caught the eye of tastemakers and design gurus with his
now iconic collectible plates, decoupaged with 19th-century artwork sourced from old and
rare books. Derian’s home goods empire has since grown to global recognition, including
the New York Times bestseller John Derian Picture Book, which perfectly captures the
artist’s unique and timeless eye.
Relive the excitement of the blockbuster film Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom—which opens
to US audiences on June 22, 2018—with this exciting Step 3 leveled reader! Universal
Pictures and Amblin Entertainment's Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom releases in theaters
on June 22, 2018, bringing with it all the wonder, adventure, and thrills of one of the
most popular and successful franchises in cinema history. This all-new motion picture
event sees the return of favorite characters and dinosaurs including Blue, the
Velociraptor; Tyrannosaurus rex; and Mosasaurus—along with new breeds more awe-inspiring
and terrifying than ever before! This Step 3 Deluxe Step into Reading is a great way for
beginning readers ages 5 to 8 to learn about their favorite dinosaurs from Jurassic
World: Fallen Kingdom! Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom is being directed by J. A. Bayona
(The Impossible, A Monster Calls), with Steven Spielberg and Colin Trevorrow serving as
executive producers and Frank Marshall and Pat Crowley as producers.
Children are already stuck on dinosaurs--that's why they'll love sticking with this
entertaining and informative activity book, created in association with the British
Natural History Museum. Packed with 100 colorful and reusable stickers to choose from, as
well as a fabulous pull-out landscape, it introduces dinos big and small, fierce and
gentle. Kids will enjoy learning dinosaur names; unearthing fossils; building dinos by
matching bones and skin--just like a paleontologist; helping T-Rex find his dinner; and
filling in fun and challenging puzzles. There are lots of bite-size facts about what
these extinct but always compelling creatures ate, how they moved around, where they
lived, and why they all disappeared. Everything is fully checked and approved by the
British Natural History Museum dinosaur experts Angela Milner and Richard Butler.
A Seek-and-find Adventure in The Met
The Zoo
The Ground Zero Cross
Make Your Own Sticker Museum
Build Your Own Dinosaur Museum
Introduce your child to science through fun activities including stickering, coloring, mazes,
and more.
A fun and informative introduction to fossils, packed with fascinating facts, puzzles, games,
and 100 reusable stickers This colorful activity book is crammed with 100 reuseable stickers of
fossilized plants and animals that lived a long time ago, from ancient sea creatures and
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dinosaur claws to whole cockroaches preserved in amber. The stickers are accompanied by
informative sections on how fossils form, the different types of fossil that can be found, and
what they can tell us about what the world was like millions, or even billions, of years ago.
There is plenty of fossil fun to be found too, with some exciting games including a dot-to-dot
puzzle and a dinosaur maze. The book contains bite-size facts about many of the creatures
featured, so young children can discover what fossils actually are and what they can look like
in a fun and engaging way. They can also create their own fossil dig by adding stickers to a
fantastic double page spread.
Make faces—make art! Fifty-two images of everyday and unexpected objects provide the perfect
canvases for creating funny, quirky, and completely original faces. Just add eyes, noses,
mouths, ears, hair, and more from 6 vinyl sticker sheets packed with expressive features and
other amusing accessories. Give a sunny–side up egg zipped lips, add a moustache, and mix and
match eyes and brows. Make the moon (and a dumpling and a baseball) happy, or sad, or mad. And
don't stop there—doodle and add speech bubbles to complete the characters. It's the ultimate
face book!
This delightful book gives you your very own museum to arrange and explore.Featuring everything
you could wish for in a museum: from vast dinosaur skeletons to Ancient Egyptian artefacts,
vintage planes and Roman sculptures. Sea creatures jostle for space with masks, telescopes,
weapons and space vehicles. And of course no museum would be complete without the all-important
library, cafe and gift shop. Charming illustrations by Brendan Kearney bring out a vintage
feel. Behind-the-scenes glimpses into the conservation laboratory and library. Use the stickers
to fill this quirky museum with treasures.
Fossils Sticker Book
Sticker Art Woodland
Make Faces
First Sticker Books
British Museum: 101 Stickers! Stone Age

Wander through the corridors of the Usborne museum with this interactive sticker books.
Discover what museums are for and what they hold inside them.Part of a large range of
Usborne First Sticker Books, covering topics as diverse as cars, ballet, dragons, London,
monkeys and Your Body.
Bursting with fun, this sticker and activity book introduces kids to the characters,
heroes, and adventures from Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum! Based on the children's
book series ORDINARY PEOPLE CHANGE THE WORLD by New York Times bestselling author Brad
Meltzer and illustrator Christopher Eliopoulos, the series will introduce kids to
inspiring historical figures and the character virtues that helped them succeed. Games,
activities, and stickers fill this activity book starring Xavier, Yadina, Brad, and
historical figures throughout history. Join along in their latest adventures through the
Secret Museum!
Guerrilla Girls: The Art of Behaving Badly is the first book to catalog the entire career
of the Guerrilla Girls from 1985 to present. The Guerrilla girls are a collective of
political feminist artists who expose discrimination and corruption in art, film,
politics, and pop culture all around the world. This book explores all their provocative
street campaigns, unforgettable media appearances, and large-scale exhibitions. •
Captions by the Guerrilla Girls themselves contextualize the visuals. • Explores their
well-researched, intersectional takedown of the patriarchy In 1985, a group of masked
feminist avengers—known as the Guerrilla Girls—papered downtown Manhattan with posters
calling out the Museum of Modern Art for its lack of representation of female artists.
They quickly became a global phenomenon, and the fearless activists have produced
hundreds of posters, stickers, and billboards ever since. • More than a monograph, this
book is a call to arms. • This career-spanning volume is published to coincide with their
35th anniversary. • Perfect for artists, art lovers, feminists, fans of the Guerrilla
Girls, students, and activists • You'll love this book if you love books like Wall and
Piece by Banksy, Why We March: Signs of Protest and Hope by Artisan, and Graffiti Women:
Street Art from Five Continents by Nicholas Ganz
16 full-color, peel-and-apply illustrations, including apatosaurus, tyrannosaurus,
stegosaurus, triceratops and more.
Dinosaur World
My Met Sticker Collection
British Museum 101 Stickers! Ancient Rome
Science K & Up Kumon Sticker Activity Book
My MET Sticker Collection
A fascinating new sticker book full of scenes from Ancient Roman times to fill with stickers. Ages: 4-8 From gladiators fighting in the
Colosseum, a bustling Roman army camp filled with soldiers, an extravagant banquet in a senator's house, to domestic scenes of Romans
going about their daily business, this book will not only entertain, but educate too. Ages: 4-8
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Return to the bygone age of the Mesozoic era and get children drawing, matching shapes and learning to say some really big words with the
help of this colourful children's book.Build your own dinosaurs by matching their bones and skin, discover some fascinating facts of what they
ate and how we know what they ate, help a T. rex find its dinner in some great puzzles and games, before inventing a new dinosaur unknown
to science.With 30 extra stickers and four additional dinosaurs including Carnotaurus and Gallimimus, this super new edition is the perfect
introduction to the world of dinosaurs - guaranteed to get children hooked on these extraordinary creatures.The book is fully checked and
approved by the Natural History Museum dinosaur experts Angela Milner and Richard Butler.
It's time for children to get creative with Lonely Planet Kids' Sticker World - Museum. From designing an awesome entrance and cool cafe, to
filling the picture frames with art, kids can build the museum of their dreams in this fun and interactive book. As chief planner, architect and
builder, they can add colourful stickers, doodles and drawings to each page to bring their construction to life. Inside, kids can: Complete t-rex,
stegosaurus and triceratops skeletons Create caveman stories using pictures and doodles Bring prehistoric and extinct creatures back to life
Colour in decorative headsets from ancient Egypt Doodle bright and colourful Viking longship sails Bring dazzling medieval outfits to life
Decorate picture frames in their art gallery Add propellers and paintwork to old and new planes Complete the solar system in their
planetarium About Lonely Planet Kids: Come explore! Let's start an adventure. Lonely Planet Kids excites and educates children about the
amazing world around them. Combining astonishing facts, quirky humour and eye-catching imagery, we ignite their curiosity and encourage
them to discover more about our planet. Every book draws on our huge team of global experts to help share our continual fascination with
what makes the world such a diverse and magnificent place - inspiring children at home and in school.
Take a guided tour around a museum, looking at all kinds of artefacts and exhibitions along the way. There are Egyptian carvings, fossilised
dinosaur remains, vintage computer games and more to discover. With quizzes, puzzles, colouring activities and more, this activity book is a
fun and interactive way to learn about all the things museums have to offer.
Ocean Sticker Book
Sticker World - Museum
Around the World Coloring Book
Art Gallery Sticker Book
Romans Sticker Book

It's time for children to get creative with Lonely Planet Kids' Sticker World - Zoo. From
creating a watery wonderland for penguins, to choosing which items are sold in the gift
shop, kids can build the zoo of their dreams in this fun and interactive book. As chief
planner, architect and builder, they can add colourful stickers and drawings to each page
and bring their construction to life. Inside, kids can: Design a map so visitors don't
get lost Choose where each animal lives Bring sharks and other sea creatures to life
Create their own panda and give it a name Use stickers to feed hungry sea lions Draw
underground tunnels for meerkats to explore Add ropes and swings to their gorilla
enclosure Colour in leopards and other big cats Doodle baby animals and their parents
Stock shelves with souvenirs in the gift shop About Lonely Planet Kids: Come explore!
Let's start an adventure. Lonely Planet Kids excites and educates children about the
amazing world around them. Combining astonishing facts, quirky humour and eye-catching
imagery, we ignite their curiosity and encourage them to discover more about our planet.
Every book draws on our huge team of global experts to help share our continual
fascination with what makes the world such a diverse and magnificent place - inspiring
children at home and in school.
Take a tour of the Stone Age in this vibrant sticker activity book!
The Metropolitan Museum of Art is jam-packed with treasures from around the world... Now
they're leaping out of the museum and onto your sticker book pages! This is your chance
to create your very own art gallery! From dancers to dragons, masks to mummies and much,
much more, your Met Sticker Book will be bursting with awesome art, curated by you.
Discover The Met's collection of spectacular paintings, amazing artefacts, and worldfamous sculptures, and choose which gallery to display them in. Where will you hang the
modern-art installations or the ancient suits of armour? Along the way, learn fun facts
about artists, history, and the stories behind some of the most famous objects from
across the globe. Developed in partnership with The Metropolitan Museum of Art, this is
the perfect introduction to the art world for any budding art lover. © The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York
At 81, the Italian designer and architect Gaetano Pesce is one of the world's greatest
living innovators. Best known for his radical embrace of ordinary, unconventional
materials of his time, he has constructed enormous pink buildings from foam, sofas that
resemble jester hats, large-scale portraits from hand-poured resin and vases that bend
and wobble. A pioneer in design, he's advocated for decades for the injection of human
elements and error into mass produced design.This book is the first of its kind on Pesce,
now in the twilight years of his career. It includes an interview with Pesce-come-essay
by the critic Sophie Haigney, intimate portraits by Duane Michals, and four newly
commissioned photographic series that take his work out into the world, allowing
different image-makers to understand and connect with it for themselves.
Realistic Dinosaurs Stickers
Rocks and Minerals Sticker Book
Sensational Butterflies Sticker Book
Guerrilla Girls: The Art of Behaving Badly
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Dinosaur Sticker Book
Maps of 30 nations contain the names of major cities and are accompanied by easy-to-color pictures of the national flags,
landmarks, and natural resources. Facts and statistics highlight the unique features of each country.
A fun and informative introduction to life in the world's oceans, packed with fascinating facts, puzzles, games, and 100 reusable
stickers Written and designed for younger readers, this book contains stickers of fish, mammals, amphibians, and invertebrates, from
the great white shark to the tiny seahorse. The stickers are accompanied by fun learning pages on the behavior and habitats of the
different animals, which explain what they look like, where they live, how they move, and what they eat. There are also some exciting
puzzles and games, including a spot-the-difference puzzle, and readers can create their own underwater scene by adding stickers to a
colorful double-page landscape spread. Perfect for kids who want to know more about the amazing array of creatures that live
underwater, the book is fully checked and approved by the department of zoology at the Natural History Museum, London.
Take a tour behind the scenes of a museum and explore everywhere - from dusty back offices and store rooms to spectacular
exhibition galleries. This fascinating flap book is packed full of interesting information about famous museums around the world,
how exhibitions get put on and what museums do to look after their most precious exhibits.
Part doodle book, part sticker book, this fun and interactive title enables kids to createthe museum of their dreams. By becoming a
planner, architect and builder, they canadd stickers and drawings to each page to gradually bring their museum to life. Createan
amazing entrance, design your cafe and the food it sells, draw an exhibition poster, fillthe picture frames with art, and much more.
Out in the World with Gaetano Pesce
Dinosaur Rescue! (Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom)
Create your own colorful savanna animal portraits with this new sticker series for animal enthusiasts of all
ages. With eight sticker-by-number portraits for hours of fun, each portrait features facts to keep young readers
interested.
Thirty lively illustrations to color follow a school field trip to an art museum. Plus, 23 full-color stickers re-create
some of the world's greatest art masterpieces. A complete list of titles and artists appears on the inside back
cover.
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